
Pentest as a Service Delivery Platform for 
Security Testing with the BugDazz

Product Brief 

BugDazz is the Pentest as a Service(Ptaas) platform that provides an edge 
over traditional Pentesting. BugDazz delivers real-time vulnerabilities 
insights and helps actional information that needs to be quickly remediat-
ed and increases RoI on security testing activity. 

BugDazz pentest insights helps to increases the speed for remediating the found vulnerabilities and 
flaws in your digital assets without passing due date and all vulnerabilities are categorized according to 
their severity. Added to it is continuous live monitoring of assets penetration helps you take quick action 
on the critical and high risk vulnerability findings. This platform connects the application both with the 
pentesters-clients and ensures smooth delivery.
 

What BugDazz Offers?

BugDazz enables 24/7 vulnerability monitoring, risk, 
and remediation reports on the go.

Quick Remediation and Risk 
Reports

BugDazz enables quick onboarding of customers 
and faster assessment of threats to their application.

Ready to PenTest Service 
Platform

BugDazz is the only platform which is integrated with 
Jira custom fields. This reduces the turnaround time 
and efforts to quickly start risk assessing the tickets 
and categorize their risk severity. 

Integrated Environments: 

Our fully automated Pentest service on BugDazz is 
best in the industry for ease of seamless service 
delivery to clients. 

Seamless Service Delivery: 

Our clients demand the best pentesting services and 
that’s why we have the best and highly team of 
Pentesters.

Highly Motivated Team of 
Ethical Hackers:
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We are the only Platform based Pentest service focused on providing cutting edge 
vulnerability management and remediation services with 2x times agility of other 
pentest service providers in market. Our customers demand the fastest automated 
Ready-to-Pentest platform to quickly identify and mitigate the risk arising from 
threats and vulnerabilities 24/7 on the go and that is crux of our offering BugDazz.

Why BugDazz? 



BugDazz offers a wide variety of templates which are 
customized to clients needs. The findings are crucial 
to our customers. Hence, we provide all around 
details including fixtures, severity, compliances etc of 
vulnerabilities in findings report. Our insights include 
the types of pentest performed, status, criticality, 
duration of open vulnerabilities, estimated time for 
fixing bugs and vulnerabilities and much more.

Remediation & Result Findings: 

Once the assessment is done, we launch the 
programs in BugDazz. These programs for pentest-
ing serve as information disbursal of different kinds 
of vulnerabilities. You get real-time updates of 
pentesting for different programs such as the severi-
ty of Vulnerability, duration of open vulnerability 
represented in Dashboard

Dashboard Stats:  

Excited to see how your application stands on securi-
ty standards? Get the Vulnerability Intelligence Ana-
lytics report at one click for different phases of the 
project testing.  You can now easily generate and 
download reports in the BugDazz. It will be one-stop 
access for reports. Moreover, reports are added 
corresponding to their phases giving an organized 
view of downloadable reports. Supported files are 
.doc, .docx, zip, word, pdf, excel, and CSV.

One Click Report Download 

Attention Users! We track and limit the IPs accessing 
the BugDazz  A new IP Validation of devices is now 
in place within the BugDazz. Users whose IP 
addresses are not approved by the admin cannot 
log in to the BugDazz application. You can also 
restrict the number of devices that can access Bug-
Dazz from approved IPs.  This functionality improves 
the BugDazz application’s security posture and 
coverage. 

IP Restriction

PenTest On the Fly: 

All the vulnerabilities that are found can be integrated 
into the client’s SDLC using JIRA integration provided 
on BugDazz. These vulnerabilities can then be 
tracked both on JIRA as well as BugDazz.

Integrate with DevOps tools: 

Our Customers always demand a hassle-free 
platform and quick start of Pentesting. We launch 
pentest in hours by allocating the top security 
experts' team. Initially, the review of your require-
ments and submissions is assessed and then 
pentesters are assigned which are best suited for 
your application type. 

Quick 3 Click Testing: 

Following are the features to quickly start pentesting and manage vulnerabilities 
using BugDazz: 



Ready to get Started?
Request a Demo Today!
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Cautious, Compliant, and Comprehensive Pentesting

Swift Action Scalability
Trust in our 
Certified Experts

24/7 Live tracking of vulnerabilities with 
on-demand pentest with real-time 
vulnerability tracking according to 
vulnerabilities status, severity, open/clo-
sed, etc., using widgets.

Our pentesters are CREST, OWASP and 
OSCE certified. We safeguard our 
customer application using our solely 
owned, researched and developed 
inhouse technology.

 We have minimized human interference 
and focused more on pentesting services 
which are easily automated and fully 
repeatable including retesting, 
continuous malware scans, vulnerability 
report and remediation. These tests, 
vulnerability reports, malware scans are 
easily scalable with your application and 
network.

Best Compliance Proactive 
Remediation

Best Quality Results

We make sure that our pentesting 
procedures and security measure meet 
the compliances of PCI, HIPAA, GDPR and 
many more added with seamless 
remediation capabilities.

We deliver high quality results and 
analysis of vulnerabilities that are found. 
Our legion of certified hacker experts 
ensures that no vulnerability is left behind 
in application thus offering full secure 
coverage to applications.

We stay ahead of time and our in-house 
certified security experts maintain a hub 
of the latest security threats, risk finders 
and checks along with the remediation 
reports for such instances. 


